Trust Fund Administration Agreement

between the United States of America,
acting through the Department of State ("State" or "the Contributor"),
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development ("IBRD") and the International Development Association ("IDA", and together with the IBRD, the "Bank")

concerning the financing of the Multi-Donor Trust Fund for the Global Gas Flaring Reduction Public-Private Partnership (TF No. 050954) (the "GGFR Trust Fund")

I. State Grant Number: S-LMAQM-13-GR-1176 (Contributor reference number).

II. Purpose: The Contribution, as defined below, shall be used to finance the activities and the categories of expenditure set forth in the "Description of Activities, Expenditures and Governance for the GGFR Trust Fund" attached hereto as Annex 1, and shall be administered by the Bank on behalf of the Contributor in accordance with the terms of this Administration Agreement and the "Standard Provisions Applicable to the GGFR Trust Fund" attached hereto as Annex 2. The Contributor has stated its preference that the Contribution be used to finance activities for the benefit of developing countries, with the understanding that neither the Bank nor the Steering Committee (as defined in the GGFR Charter) will be in a position to guarantee that the Contribution will be used for such purposes and that the Bank will not have any obligations to the Contributor if such a preference cannot be achieved.

III. State Grant: Under the authority contained in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, the Contributor hereby grants to the Bank the sum of six hundred thousand United States Dollars (US$600,000) to support the GGFR Trust Fund (the "Contribution"). For the purpose of this Agreement, all references to the term "Contribution" are deemed to refer to State Grant Number S-LMAQM-13-GR-1176.

IV. Disbursement: The Contributor shall deposit the Contribution in accordance with the following schedule, in U.S. Dollars, by electronic funds transfer into such bank account designated by the Bank (each amount deposited hereinafter referred to as an "Installment"), upon submission by the Bank of (i) the progress report in accordance with Section 6.1 of Annex 2 hereto, and (ii) a payment request:

(A) Promptly following countersignature of this Agreement by the Contributor, Two Hundred Thousand United States Dollars (US$ 200,000);
(B) On or before June 30, 2014, Two Hundred Thousand United States Dollars (US$ 200,000); and
(C) On or before June 30, 2015, Two Hundred Thousand United States Dollars (US$ 200,000).

The Contribution is being provided in Installments on the basis of financial needs of the GGFR Trust Fund, such that if the speed of the implementation of the activities to be financed by the GGFR Trust Fund makes it necessary either to bring Installments
forward or to delay them, the Installments schedule shall be amended as agreed by the Bank and the Contributor.

When making any deposit, the Contributor shall instruct its bank to include in its payment details information (remittance advice) field of its SWIFT payment message, information indicating: the amount paid, that the payment is made by the Contributor for TF No. 050954, the Multi-Donor Trust Fund for the Global Gas Flaring Reduction Public-Private Partnership, and the date of the deposit (the “Deposit Instruction”). In addition, the Contributor shall provide a copy of the Contributor’s Deposit Instruction to the Bank’s Accounting Trust Funds Division by e-mail sent to tfremitadvice@worldbank.org or by fax sent to (202) 614-1315.

IV. The Contributor acknowledges and agrees that, in accordance with the charter in Attachment I attached to Annex I to this Administration Agreement, its status as Partner in the GGFR is subject to effectiveness of this Administration Agreement, which includes the funding commitment, and approval by the Steering Committee.

V. Except as provided for in Section IV above, any notice, request or other communication to be given or made under this Administration Agreement shall be in writing and delivered by mail, facsimile or e-mail to the respective party’s address specified below or at such other address as such party notifies in writing to the other party from time to time:

For the Bank:

Mr. Bjorn Hamso  
Program Manager  
Oil, Gas and Mining Policy Unit  
The World Bank  
1818 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, DC 20433, MSN 110-1003  
USA  
Tel: +1 202.458.1065

For State:

Barbara L. Jones  
Grants Officer  
Department of State  
Office of Acquisitions Management A/LM/AQM/IP  
2201 C St., N.W.  
Washington, DC  
USA  
Tel: +962-79-531-9951

VI. The Bank confirms that contributions will be administered in accordance with the Bank’s applicable policies and procedures, as these may be amended from time to time, including its framework to prevent and combat fraud and corruption and its screening procedures to prevent the use of Bank resources to finance terrorist activity, in line with the Bank’s obligations to give effect to the relevant decisions of the Security Council, taken under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. The Contributor acknowledges that this provision does not create any obligations of the Bank under U.S. anti-terrorist financing and asset control laws, regulations, rules or Executive Orders, nor shall it be deemed a waiver, express or implied, of any of the privileges and immunities of the Bank.
VII. All annexes constitute an integral part of this Administration Agreement. Except as otherwise specified in Annex 1, this Administration Agreement may be amended only in writing between the Bank and the Contributor; provided, however, that Annex 1 and Annex 2 may only be amended with the agreement of all contributors contributing to the GGFR Trust Fund.

VIII. This Administration Agreement, including any annexes, is not an international treaty and is not eligible for registration as a treaty under Article 102 of the United Nations Charter. It is an administrative agreement between the Bank and the Contributor.

IX. This Administration Agreement shall become effective upon the later of the date of (i) the last signature by all duly authorized signatories or (ii) approval by the Steering Committee of State’s Partner status under the terms of the GGFR charter.

For the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Development Association:

Signature: 
Name: S. Vijay Iyer
Title: Director
Department of Sustainable Energy
Date: 9-17-13

For the United States of America, acting through the Department of State:

Signature: 
Name: Barbara L. Jones
Title: Grants Officer
United States Department of State
Date: 9-10-13
Description of Activities, Expenditures and Governance for the GGFR Trust Fund

The Contribution may be used by the Bank for the activities and in the manner set forth in the charter for the GGFR adopted on September 28, 2009, and effective on April 26, 2010, as amended, and as such charter may be further amended from time to time in accordance with its provisions (the “GGFR Charter”). The current charter for the GGFR is provided as Attachment 1 to this Annex 1 for informational purposes only. Any amendments to the Charter, made in accordance with its terms, shall become applicable to this Administration Agreement as such amendments take effect without further need to amend this Administration Agreement; provided that such amendments do not conflict with Bank policies and procedures and provided further that in the event of any conflict with other parts of this Administration Agreement, the terms of this Administration Agreement shall prevail.

The activities to be financed by the GGFR Trust Fund may include: global activities to reduce gas flaring, such as the development of general policies and standards, and the organization of forums, conferences and workshops on flare reduction and associated gas utilization; country specific activities, including improved data collection and management, development of flare reduction policy and regulation, demonstration projects and gas utilization projects; and knowledge management and dissemination activities.

All activities financed by the GGFR Trust Fund shall be Bank-executed. The eligible categories of expenditures for such Bank-executed activities are associated overheads (including translation & communication costs), consultant fees, contractual services, equipment purchase costs, equipment lease costs (including office rent/lease), extended term consultants, media & workshop costs, staff costs, temporary support staff costs, and travel expenses.
Description of Activities, Expenditures and Governance for the GGFR Trust Fund

The Contribution may be used by the Bank for the activities and in the manner set forth in the charter for the GGFR adopted on September 28, 2009, and effective on April 26, 2010, as amended, and as such charter may be further amended from time to time in accordance with its provisions (the "GGFR Charter"). The current charter for the GGFR is provided as Attachment 1 to this Annex 1 for informational purposes only. Any amendments to the Charter, made in accordance with its terms, shall become applicable to this Administration Agreement as such amendments take effect without further need to amend this Administration Agreement; provided that such amendments do not conflict with Bank policies and procedures and provided further that in the event of any conflict with other parts of this Administration Agreement, the terms of this Administration Agreement shall prevail.

The activities to be financed by the GGFR Trust Fund may include: global activities to reduce gas flaring, such as the development of general policies and standards, and the organization of forums, conferences and workshops on flare reduction and associated gas utilization; country specific activities, including improved data collection and management, development of flare reduction policy and regulation, demonstration projects and gas utilization projects; and knowledge management and dissemination activities.

All activities financed by the GGFR Trust Fund shall be Bank-executed. The eligible categories of expenditures for such Bank-executed activities are associated overheads (including translation & communication costs), consultant fees, contractual services, equipment purchase costs, equipment lease costs (including office rent/lease), extended term consultants, media & workshop costs, staff costs, temporary support staff costs, and travel expenses.
Global Gas Flaring Reduction Public-Private Partnership Charter

Adopted on September 28, 2009
Effective on April 26, 2010, as amended

A. Background

The World Bank estimates that over 150 billion cubic meters of natural gas associated with crude oil production is being flared and vented annually. The flaring and venting of natural gas associated with crude oil production and other greenhouse gases associated with upstream petroleum operations ("Gas Flaring") wastes energy resources and adds the equivalent of 400 million tons of CO₂ in annual emissions.

Launched at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in August 2002, as a Type II public-private partnership the Global Gas Flaring Reduction partnership (the "GGFR") is committed to reducing Gas Flaring globally as a means to address climate change concerns. GGFR participants desire to overcome the barriers to flare reduction by sharing global best practices and implementing country specific programs.

The GGFR facilitates efforts to reduce Gas Flaring globally by promoting effective regulatory frameworks, and investments in infrastructure to support gas utilization in local and international energy markets. Poverty reduction is an integral part of the GGFR program through the supply of clean fuels and the creation of new employment.

B. Vision

The GGFR seeks a world free of routine gas flaring and venting.
C. Mission Statement

The GGFR is a catalyst for reducing wasteful and undesirable practices of gas flaring and venting through policy change, stakeholder facilitation and project implementation.

D. Activities

The GGFR focuses on the following activities:

1. Global activities

   Global activities include but are not limited to (i) the support, adoption and implementation of standards and practices recommended in the GGFR Report Number 4, “Voluntary Standard for Global Gas Flaring and Venting Reduction”, dated May 2004, as may be amended from time to time (the “Voluntary Standard”), and (ii) the development of recommendations on legal, regulatory, technical and fiscal best practices to promote Gas Flaring reduction investments.

2. Country-specific activities

   Country-specific activities include but are not limited to (i) assistance to governments to gather Gas Flaring data from their countries and develop Gas Flaring reduction strategies and associated Country Implementation Plans (“CIPs”) based on Associated Gas Recovery Plans (“AGRPs”) prepared by companies, and (ii) the promotion of gas commercialization through associated gas utilization reviews, demonstration projects, small scale use of gas, development of Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) recovery projects, and carbon financing.

3. Dissemination activities
Dissemination activities include but are not limited to (i) the organization of country/regional workshops (for knowledge transfer, best practice dissemination, etc.), (ii) the organization of high-level international conferences, (iii) publication of reports, and (iv) communication and media outreach.

E. Participation

GGFR participants may be Partners or Associated Partners as follows:

Partners ("Partners") may be (i) governments, (ii) multilateral organizations, (iii) oil companies, or (iv) organizations directly involved in promoting and executing Gas Flaring reduction actions.

Associated Partners ("Associated Partners") are participants that do not fit in one of the above four categories but seek to support the GGFR Vision and Mission.

New requests to become a Partner or Associated Partner may be made to the GGFR Program Manager (as defined below) who will screen the candidate’s request. Admission of new Partners or Associated Partners will be subject to participation requirements under this Charter and final approval by the Steering Committee.
F. Participant Commitments

To the extent applicable, each Partner and each Associated Partner will endeavor to work within the scope of its respective rules, regulations and resources to:

1. Provide annual Gas Flaring data in accordance with the recommendations contained in the Voluntary Standard.

2. Provide expert staff and resources to support Networks and Task Forces (as defined below) as needed.

3. Develop policies and regulations to reduce Gas Flaring.

4. Utilize best practices to reduce Gas Flaring.

5. Support the development of commercial alternatives to Gas Flaring.

6. Develop, share and implement best measurement, operating, reporting and monitoring practices for associated gases under their control or management.

7. Collectively support and seek to individually adopt and implement the Voluntary Standard, including but not limited to the preparation of CIPs and AGRPs.

G. Funding

Funding for the GGFR work plan and administration will be provided through one or more trust funds administered by the Bank (the “Trust Fund”). A Partner or an Associated Partner must commit to contribute a minimum of US$ 390,000 for the funding period 2010-2012 to the Trust Fund. A Partner or
an Associated Partner must commit to contribute a minimum of US$ 600,000 for the funding period 2013-2015 to the Trust Fund. Any funding commitment is made through an administration agreement (the “Administration Agreement”) entered into with the Bank.

A partial or full waiver of the funding requirement may be requested by (i) a government from a country eligible for World Bank loans, (ii) a national (government-owned) oil company, (iii) a multilateral organization, (iv) an Associated Partner, (v) a Partner or an Associated Partner who becomes a participant in the GGFR partially through a funding period, or (vi) a Partner or an Associated Partner offering to provide part of its funding commitment through an in-kind or parallel contribution. Requests for partial or full waivers of the funding requirement will be provided to the GGFR Program Manager and are subject to approval by the Steering Committee.

H. Organization and Governance

The GGFR is organized and governed as follows:

1. Steering Committee

The GGFR is governed by a Steering Committee chaired by the World Bank. The Steering Committee meets no less than once a year in person and may meet additionally as agreed among its members. Steering Committee meeting locations and dates are proposed by the GGFR Program Manager and agreed by the Steering Committee.

Each Partner has the right to be represented by two (2) individuals, whose names will be current with the CTT at all times (“Partner Members”) at Steering Committee meetings.

The Steering Committee has the following areas of responsibility:

---

1 In the event GGFR continues beyond 2015, potential extensions of the Trust fund may be decided by the parties to it and additional funding requirements may be decided by the Steering Committee.
The Partner Members of the Steering Committee make decisions on a unanimous basis. Decisions may only be taken when at least a simple majority of the Partners are represented by at least one individual at an in-person meeting (which may include audio or video participation). Decisions may also be made on an electronic basis between meetings through a no-objection process involving all Partner Members on the current CTT list for a reasonable period, considering the decision to be made, conducted by the GGFR Program Manager.

In the event that unanimity cannot be achieved, the chairman of the Steering Committee will put forward a process for addressing the issue.

Associated Partners, non GGFR participants, and additional representatives of Partners may attend Steering Committee meetings as observers by invitation of the GGFR Program Manager.

2. **GGFR Core Task Team (“CTT”)**

The CTT is comprised of a Program Manager (the “GGFR Program Manager”), and professional and administrative support staff employed under the World Bank rules by the World Bank. In addition, Partner and Associated Partner organizations can second staff to the CTT to work under World Bank staff rules.

Any matters for decision by the Steering Committee, including proposed activities, plans and budgets, modifications to existing documents, and amendments to this Charter, are directed through the CTT for review and confirmation prior to consideration by the Steering Committee.

The CTT is responsible for:

- approval of the annual work plan and indicative budget
- approval of any modifications to the Voluntary Standard
- admission of Partners and Associated Partners, including any waiver of the funding requirement, and other membership matters
- consideration of findings of Networks and Task Forces
- strategic guidance for GGFR activities
- conflict of interest guidance and confidentiality guidance
- adoption or amendment of this Charter
- extension of the GGFR beyond the initial term of the Trust Fund
- approval of the chair of any Network
- approval and periodic review of key performance indicators prepared by the CTT for GGFR performance evaluations
• the organization and administration of the GGFR’s activities
• preparation of the annual work plan and indicative budget for Steering Committee review and approval
• making adjustments to indicative budget allocations as necessary within the total annual budget amount approved by the Steering Committee
• coordination of the development and implementation of country-specific programs in coordination with Partner countries, consistent with the annual work plan
• coordination of the production of global deliverables, consistent with the annual work plan
• creation and dissolution of Networks and Task Forces
• coordination of GGFR sponsored workshops and forums
• coordination with other parts of the World Bank Group, Partners, Associated Partners and other relevant organizations
• preparation of Steering Committee meetings, material and minutes
• compilation of annual Gas Flaring data provided by Partners
• development of a comprehensive dissemination and communication plan
• preparation of key performance indicators for GGFR performance evaluations

3. **Networks and Task Forces**

The following networks (“Networks”) support the activities of the GGFR and the commitments of the Partners and Associated Partners:

- **Technical Network**
  The Technical Network will focus on the technical aspects of oil companies’ operational best practices concerning Gas Flaring reduction.

- **Carbon Finance Network**
  The Carbon Finance Network will share best practices for obtaining carbon credit financing for Gas Flaring reduction projects.

- **Communication Network**
  The Communication Network will work to share Gas Flaring reduction successes among Partners and Associated Partners, publicize relevant information and promote Gas Flaring reduction events sponsored by the GGFR.

Each Network is comprised of representatives of any interested Partner and/or Associated Partner, each of whom may appoint up to two (2) members, whose names will be current with the CTT at all
times, to participate in the corresponding Network. Each Network is led by a Chair who is agreed by the Steering Committee and is normally a member of the CTT.

The members of the Network may also agree on a co-Chair. Decisions are made by the same means as decisions by the Steering Committee. Within the scope of the specific area for which it was established, each Network develops its own objectives, work plan and deliverables for submission to the CTT as part of the proposed annual work plan to be approved by the Steering Committee.

The GGFR Program Manager may notify the Steering Committee that a short-term, ad-hoc task force (“Task Force”) is being created to respond to a need for specific information or guidance to support the activities of the GGFR. These teams are led by members of the CTT. Membership and decision making for Task Forces will otherwise be the same as for Networks.

Each Network and Task Force will meet in person or through electronic means as often as necessary, but normally not less than once every ninety (90) days.

I. Deliverables and Monitoring

Key performance indicators for GGFR performance evaluations will be prepared by the CTT and approved and periodically reviewed by the Steering Committee.

J. Miscellaneous

Nothing in this Charter is intended to be a waiver of, or impair or limit, any privileges or immunities of any Partner or Associated Partner under its respective Articles of Agreement or equivalent documents, or any applicable law, all of which are expressly reserved.

This Charter may be adopted or amended by the Steering Committee by unanimity of Partner Members present at an in-person meeting. The CTT maintains and distributes clear records of any such amendments. Any amendments to this Charter will become applicable to the Administration Agreements as such amendments take effect through Steering Committee decisions without further
need to amend the Administration Agreements, provided that such amendments do not conflict with other terms of the Administration Agreements or Bank policies and procedures.
Annex 2

Standard Provisions Applicable to the GGFR Trust Fund

This Annex shall be applicable to and form an integral part of all agreements entered into between the Bank and donor countries and/or organizations (hereinafter referred to as the “Contributors”) that provide grants (referred to as the “Contributions”) to be administered by the Bank for the GGFR Trust Fund.

1. Administration of the Contributions

1.1 The Bank shall be responsible only for performing those functions specifically set forth in this Administration Agreement and shall not be subject to any other duties or responsibilities to the Contributors, including, without limitation, any duties or obligations that might otherwise apply to a fiduciary or trustee under general principles of trust or fiduciary law. Nothing in this Administration Agreement shall be considered a waiver of any privileges or immunities of the IBRD and IDA under their Articles of Agreement or any applicable law, all of which are expressly reserved.

1.2 The Contributions shall be administered in accordance with the Bank’s applicable policies and procedures, including its framework regarding anti-corruption as the same may be amended from time to time.

2. Commingling, Exchange and Investment of the Contributions

2.1 The Contributions shall be accounted for as a single trust fund and shall be kept separate and apart from the funds of the Bank. The Contributions funds may be commingled with other trust fund assets maintained by the Bank.

2.2 The Contributions may be freely exchanged by the Bank into other currencies as may facilitate their disbursement.
2.3 The Bank shall invest and reinvest the Contributions pending their disbursement in accordance with the Bank’s policies and procedures for the investment of trust funds administered by the Bank. The Bank shall credit all income from such investment to the GGFR Trust Fund to be used for the same purposes as the Contributions.

3. Administrative Cost Recovery

3.1 In order to assist in the defrayment of the costs of administration and other expenses incurred by the Bank under this Administration Agreement, the Bank may, following deposit of the Contribution by the Contributor, deduct from the total Contribution of the Contributor and retain for the Bank’s own account an amount equal to five percent (5 %) of the Contribution.

4. Employment of Consultants and Procurement of Goods

4.1 The employment and supervision of consultants and the procurement of goods financed by the Contributions shall be the responsibility solely of the Bank and shall be carried out in accordance with its applicable policies and procedures.

5. Accounting and Financial Reporting

5.1 The Bank shall maintain separate records and ledger accounts in respect of the Contributions deposited in the GGFR Trust Fund account and disbursements made therefrom.

5.2 The Bank shall furnish to the Contributor current financial information relating to the receipts, disbursements and fund balance of the GGFR Trust Fund in United States dollars with respect to the Contribution via the World Bank’s Trust Funds Donor Center secure website. Within six (6) months after all commitments and liabilities under this GGFR Trust Fund have been satisfied and the GGFR Trust Fund has been closed, the final financial information relating to the receipts, disbursements and fund balance of the GGFR Trust Fund in United States dollars with respect to the Contributions will be made available to the Contributor via the World Bank’s Trust Funds Donor Center secure website.
5.3 The Bank shall provide to the Contributors, within six (6) months following the end of each Bank fiscal year, an annual single audit report, comprising (i) a management assertion together with an attestation from the Bank's external auditors concerning the adequacy of internal control over cash-based financial reporting for all cash-based trust funds as a whole; and (ii) a combined financial statement for all cash-based trust funds together with the Bank's external auditors' opinion thereon. The cost of the single audit shall be borne by the Bank.

5.4. If a Contributor wishes to request, on an exceptional basis, a financial statement audit by the Bank's external auditors of the GGFR Trust Fund, the Contributor and the Bank shall first consult as to whether such an external audit is necessary. The Bank and the Contributor shall agree on the most appropriate scope and terms of reference of such audit. Following agreement on the scope and terms of reference, the Bank shall arrange for such external audit. The costs of any such audit, including the internal costs of the Bank with respect to such audit, shall be paid by the Contributor.

6. Progress Reporting

6.1 The Bank shall provide the Contributors with an annual report on the progress of activities financed by the Contributions. Within six (6) months of the final disbursement date specified in paragraph 7.1, the Bank shall furnish to the Contributors a final report on the activities financed by the GGFR Trust Fund.

6.2 Any Contributor may review or evaluate activities financed by the GGFR Trust Fund. The Contributor and the Bank shall agree on the scope and conduct of such review or evaluation, and the Bank shall provide all relevant information within the limits of its policies and procedures. All associated costs shall be borne by the Contributor. It is understood that any such review or evaluation will not constitute a financial, compliance or other audit of the GGFR Trust Fund.

7. Disbursement Deadline; Cancellation; Refund

7.1 It is expected that the Contributions will be fully disbursed by the Bank in accordance with the provisions of this Administration Agreement by June 30, 2016. The Bank shall only disburse Contributions for the purposes of this Administration Agreement after such date with the written approval of the Contributors.
7.2 Any Contributor or the Bank may, upon three (3) months' prior written notice, cancel all or part of the Contributor's pro rata share of any remaining balance of the Contributions that is not committed pursuant to any agreements entered into between the Bank and any consultants and/or other third parties for the purposes of this Administration Agreement prior to the receipt of such notice.

7.3 Upon the final disbursement date specified in paragraph 7.1, the Bank shall return any remaining balance of the Contributions to the Contributors on a pro rata basis based on the Contributor's paid contributions. In the event of a cancellation of an individual Contributor's pro rata share of uncommitted Contributions in accordance with paragraph 7.2, the Bank shall return such cancelled balance to the Contributor.

8. Disclosure

8.1 The Contributor provides its consent for the Bank to disclose this Administration Agreement and information on the GGFR Trust Fund in accordance with the Bank's policy on disclosure of information.

9. Visibility

9.1 All contracts entered into by the Bank in relation to activities financed under the GGFR Trust Fund, all publications, training programs, seminars or symposia financed under the GGFR Trust Fund, and all press releases or other information materials issued by the Bank with respect to the GGFR Trust Fund shall clearly indicate that the activities in question have received funding from the Contributors.
U.S. Department Of State

Federal Assistance Award Coversheet

1. Assistance Type
   Grant

2. Award Number
   S-LMAQM-13-GR-1176

3. Amendment Number

4. Amendment Type

5. Recipient Name, Address and Contact Information
   International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
   1818 H St Nw
   Washington, DC 20433-0001
   UNITED STATES
   Ph: 202-473-1705
   Contact: Ms. Diana Corbin

6. Project Period
   From: 09/17/2013
   Through: 12/31/2015

7. Funding Period
   From: 09/17/2013
   Through: 12/31/2015

8. Program CFDA Number
   19.322

9. Recipient Federal Tax I.D./DUNS Number
   DUNS: 062024112
   EIN: 980002549

10. Type of Recipient
    Public International Organization (PIO)

11. Award Title

12. Purpose
    To support the Multi-Donor Trust Fund for the Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership, in accordance with the terms of the Administration Agreement attached herein. Section 16 is clarified to read "The recipient agrees to execute the work in accordance with the Notice of Award which consists of the Administration Agreement effective as of Sept. 17, 2013 between the US DOS and the World Bank".

13. Issued By
    Office of Acquisition Management
    1701 N. Ft. Meyer Drive Berkley Building
    Arlington, VA 22209
    UNITED STATES

14. Funds Certified By
    Ms. Gale Gray
    Senior Budget Analyst
    09/18/2013

15. Statutory Authority - Authorization
    FAA (Foreign Assistance Act)

16. Agreement:
    The recipient agrees to execute the work in accordance with the Notice of Award, the approved application incorporated herein by reference or as attached, and the applicable rules checked below and any subsequent revisions.
    Award is not subject to OMB Circulars

17. Statutory Authority - Appropriation
    Economic Support Funds

18. Funding Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Prior Costs</th>
<th>Total New Costs</th>
<th>Amended Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Share of Costs</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$600,000.00</td>
<td>$600,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipient Share of Costs</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Costs</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$600,000.00</td>
<td>$600,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. Recipient Name, Title and Signature
    Name: Rohit Khanna
    Signature: [Signature]
    Title: Acting Director
    Date: 9/19/2013

20. Grants Officer Name, Title and Signature
    Name: Jones, Barbara
    Signature: [Signature]
    Title: Grants Management Officer
    Date: 09/18/2013

21. Accounting and Appropriation Data
    19722310376601.2012.2013.1048,4121.2210,...025100.,10462FA015
    19722310376615.2012.2013.1048,4121.2210,...025100.,10462FA016

22. Send Requests for Reimbursement to:
    See Trust Fund Administration Agreement for payment information

23. By signing this agreement, the recipient assures that it will comply with the terms and conditions of this award. Recipient is required to sign and return this document within 10 business days of the signature of the Grants Officer to the Grants Office listed in Section 13.

Terms and Conditions attached:  ☑ Yes  ☐ No